Dear World Rainbows Hotel Guest:
Welcome to Oxygen Jungle Villas. In order to make your stay more enjoyable we have prepared a special
guide which features the best local attractions which cater to the LGBT community.
Beaches:
Both beaches are approximately 1 hour and 20 minutes away.
Playa Espadilla is Manuel Antonio's largest and most crowded beach. It has the National Park at one end
and surfing and Playita at the other end.
The Gay End of Espadilla Beach
Most gay people gather away from the park at the far end of the beach, in front of the surfing area, or
just to the left of the large rock. There are no restaurants or services at this end of the beach and it is far
less crowded than near the park. From time to time, a few regular peddlers will offer you drinks and
snacks. During Weekend, Christmas, Easter, and other holidays it can become very crowded.
Playa Playitas has long been known as another gay gathering point. After the gay portion of Manuel
Antonio's main beach where serious surfers hang out, playitas can be found by walking toward the point
and crossing over two sets of rocks.
Gay people typically meet at the far end of this beach. At one time Playitas was a clothing optional beach,
but since a hotel opened on the beach nudity is rare.
Bars:
Karma Lounge is the place to be, especially on the weekends. Open Tuesday to Sunday from 6pm to
midnight. This bar is 1 hour and 15 minutes away.
Karma is good for groups or parties. There is table service and outdoor seating.
Karma is located in Manuel Antonio's original gay bar building of Cockatoos, under Victoria's Restaurant.
It is 50 meters past Super Joseph beside restaurant Kapi Kapi.
Oxygen Jungle Villas:
We would love to make your stay as memorable as possible. Please let us know if we can do anything to
make your stay more enjoyable.

